
It’s important for us to understand that what we say and do online can have an impact on
how others feel. Just like with face-to-face conversations, when we communicate online, we 
need to consider how our messages could impact someone. This includes how we use emojis. 

In this activity:

1. Review the friendly and not-
so-friendly emojis as a class. 
Discuss the different emotions
you can convey through these
icons, and how you might make

2. Next, draw, colour and decorate 
your own favourite emoji.

3. Share with the class how you 
could use this emoji to convey
your feelings online, and how
the emoji might make others

Emoji activity

 

 

Not-so-friendly emojis 

Be careful when using this emoji! Some 
people might think it’s a silly face, but
others could think it’s rude.

Instead of sending this frustrated emoji, 
take a break from the conversation and 
think about a positive response.

We all get mad sometimes, but when 
you do, it’s better to talk it out in person.

You’re really upset if you’re thinking of 
sending this angry emoji. Instead of
replying to the conversation, log off 
your device and take a break.

If you think the conversation is boring you 
don’t have to be rude. Just change the 
subject or say, “see you later!” 

This is a pretty dirty look. Maybe not the 
friendliest face to send your friends.

Friendly emojis

You can’t go wrong with a classic 
smiley face! This lets your friends 
know you’re in a good mood.

Use Mr.Cool when you want
your friends to know everything
is cool. Cool? Cool. 

This emoji is perfect after a funny 
video or joke that makes you LOL.

This is the perfect emoji for 
sending love to your loved ones.

 
 

A little wink to let people know
you’re just kidding, but rememeber,
that doesn’t make it okay to be rude 
or mean online.

This is a perfect way to let 
someone know you really like 
something they shared with you. 
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